McCarthy and Wright invoke the notion of dissensus, highlighting that "it is difference not censensus that is the engine of creativity."
aspirations" that HCI researchers hold with regard to the involvement of users in the design process.
We would like to thank Jon Kolko for his column Bodoni, Band-Saws, and Beer. The column in this issue will be his last contribution. He was among our first columnists when we started as editors-in-chief in 2010, after he served as co-editor-in-chief of Interactions from 2008 to 2010. Jon has left a lasting and positive mark on the magazine and we are deeply grateful for all his efforts and talents. His involvement in Interactions will be sorely missed. Thank you, Jon! We welcome Sukeshini Grandhi, editor of the new forum HCI Education. In this issue, she sets the forum's horizons to address the topics of HCI curricula, pedagogy, and working across the cultural, geographic, and institutional borders of HCI learningall exciting new directions! And we have another first in this issue. We are introducing a new regular department called Blog@IX, in which we will feature selections from our online blog (interactions.acm.org/ blogs). We select blog posts based on a combination of online popularity and editorial direction. Our debut post is "UX Research vs. UX Design" by Ashley Karr.
Of course, you don't have to wait until blog posts make it to print to read them! Be sure to regularly check our website for content from the magazine and the many Interactions bloggers at interactions.acm.org. 
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